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Introduction
Lots of us have a thing for sexy legs in nylons and for cumshot games as well. Let Cummy Pantyhouse
bring you these two pleasures tied together in all their sticky glory!

Adult Review
Nylons, stockings, pantyhose - whatever they want to call them they are so fucking sexy! During WWII women in the States
had to deal with a shortage of nylon because it was all being used to make parachutes for the war. These days the rationing is
over and women are free to slip their long lickable legs into the sheerest fabric as it shapes their lithe limbs into perfectly firm
form. You want to get inside those leggings? Go ahead... tear your way right through them and feast on her inner beauty!
  
  CummyPantyhose is part of the AllInclusivePass network and your monthly membership includes access to all the sites
listed on the right side of this review. That's quite a collection of topshelf fetish sites aimed at the kinkier side of your sexual
appetite.
  
  As for this site itself, CummyPantyhose brings you 24 exclusive updates in its archives with network updates a couple times
a week aimed at expanding the collection so that there is always something new just beneath the surface for you to download
and dive into!
  
  Each update includes both high-res studio quality picture sets shot at (1024x600) by professional photographers who know
how to light and film properly for maximum effect... and segmented medium resolution videos (320x240) that are true to the
niche described on the site's tour. Sexy, long legged women covered in elegant designer nylons and their moist crotches are
fingered and fucked by men who understand how special these gorgeous sexpots really are!
  
  You've seen fetish sites before that come close and then miss the mark right? CummyPantyhose isn't one of those. Every
clip concludes with the grand finale being splattered all over her stockings as she writhes in emotional orgasmic bliss. The
look of relief on the faces of these ladies when their men get the job done right is truly something CummyPantyhose
producers can be proud of.
  
  As a stand-alone site this one probably would be a bit too small to be worth the monthly asking price, but as one part of a
larger network that really does stay true to the desires of its members, CummyPantyhose should be able to provide you with
at least 30 days of downloadable debauchery and with their content safely stored on your hard drive that probably means
months or years of looking back on ladies who gave you all they had to offer!

Porn Summary
Warm wet crotches peeking through the moist sheer fabric that covers them... yearning to be free, pleading with you to rip up
the nylons holding them captive so that you can become one with their sweaty passion and perfect aroma. Don't forget to
leave a load on them... it's better than laundry detergent for these sexy linens!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Elegance meets kink on this fetish site featuring some of the finest legs in the world!'
Quality: 85  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 84
Support: 80 Unique: 96    Taste: 88        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Spanked And Abused (86) ,PVC And Latex (84) ,Creamed Feet (Preview) 
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Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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